SPACE STATION TECH
In looking at 3rd Edition space station construction rules they are very scanty, so I decided to re-work them, adding new tech systems specifically for large objects like modular SS. I hope you enjoy these modified rules. Damon

Access Port(a): These large ports are used to move around large courier pods (1-10hs in size) that can carry fuel, materials, and even troops to nearby ships and planets and moons. The (a) can also dock other small craft in an emergency, excluding fighters. Built for use on a SS, the (a) is two hull spaces, 5MCr, 300 to develop, and TL3.

ADM Bay[ADBAY]: Widespread conflict with the Holot Empire forced the Pact Navy into development areas not normally associated with conservative shipbuilding, one result being the ADM Bay. Actually called a ‘missile battery’, this system is a missile bay that holds six ADM missiles. ADM usually cannot be fired from any shipboard launcher but Pact ADMs have been downsized, and the large bay (eight hull spaces) allows the Pact to conduct devastating anti-engine strikes from lowly destroyers! Looks like this [ADBAY].  Eight hull spaces in size, 50MCr (+ missiles), 2,000 to develop. TL9

AI Core (Cpu): Developed by the Sime/Gen New Union during their protracted conflict with the Goog, this system was funded primarily by their Basmoli allies. This system allows the ‘localization’ of ships in deep space by 25%. It also increases the chance for detection of ‘stealth’ ships by 25% (but not ECM3!). 100MCr, 5hs, TL5, 5,000 dev.

NOTE: Due to the increase in 'computer programs' for a ship, a new line is to be added in the ship control sheet, directly beneath the summary of weapons, shields, and point defense. Any computer programs developed so far and installed aboard a ship will have a specific code. The Cpu line should look like this: Cpu: @/!/%

AI Technology: The development of true AI systems and the cybernetic integration of humans into a synth net allowed massive increases in defense capabilities. With humans directly linked to the defense systems of a warship, these vessels acquired new, more capable abilities, including enhanced point defense to-hit, damage control and repair, and increased offensive weapon targeting ability.

NAME		CODE 	COST		TL	NOTE
Cyber Alpha One	%		50		5	A
Cyber Alpha Two	"		60		7	B
Cyber Alpha Three	>		70		9	C

A: +1 to damage control roles and +1 to hit mines(all types). 
B: +1 to strike in beam combat and +1 to shoot down plasma gun fire.
C: +1 to all point defense systems and +10% to alien commo roles.


Armorplast(Ab): Developed by the inventive Gaium race, armorplast is an add-on armor, added to the outside of a vessels hull. For every 5 hull spaces, one hull space of armorplast may be added. Adding Ab above and beyond the stated amount is not allowed as it severely disrupts the DF. Bases, SS, and AF can mount Ab but cannot add more than twice a equivalent warships amount of Ab or their field of fire will be severely restricted. Ab is TL10, costs 5MCr. Dev is 15,000

Armory (Mor): The armory onboard a vessel, the Morgue is the location of the ships battle and power armor, as well as the Marines’ heavy weaponry. One needed for every 50 hull spaces, size is ½ hs, 10MCr cost, +4 to combat on a ship, TL2, 1,000 dev.

Asteroid Railgun System(ARS): Adds +20% to SY construction. Throws asteroids into usable orbits around your homeworld. Cost 150 MCr and takes up 100 hull spaces. This is for a single complete unit. Requires 30 Ic or I to maneuver to local asteroid belt. Must build hull, Q, Lh, etc. Need at least five operating to get SY bonus. The five in the asteroid belt must be built but the ‚catchers' at the planet are 'free'. For each ARS built a catcher is automatically included at a single planet. Each ARS can support 1 SY and increases its build rate by 20%. 3000 to develop.TL3

Astronomical Research Center: A large science center based around optical, solar, and deep space telescopes and other measuring equipment. Increases ability to research stars and other scientific objects. TL1, size 5 hs, cost 20MC, dev 500. 

Batteries[weapons]: In the past, a vessels weapons were evenly spaces throughout a vessel to minimize battle damage and sustain combat for as long as possible, however the Pact Navy has found a way to maximize firepower and maintain survivability; the result was the so-called “battery”. Developed less than six months ago, the Pact Navy first fielded the ‘battery’ on an SS equipped with standard lasers, creating in a lethal weapons platform. Batteries are powerful clusters of weapons located side by side and using joint energy systems and targeting sensors, resulting in a decrease in weapon size (-1 hs). Batteries can only mount four weapons(or less, includes missile launchers) per battery and look like this [L L L L] on a ship chart. Batteries cost nothing extra to mount but do collapse like V hanger bays. Only mountable on SS, AF, and Bases (they have more room than warships). Dev cost: 9,000. TL6

Berth-Commercial (Long Liner, Modular Colony Ship, Passenger Liners, Sleeper Ship): Some large commercial ships within the Habitat of Humanity need special berths to accommodate their girth, thus the “Commercial Berth”. Extending at least 10 HS from a SS, the CB allows large vessels to dock with the SS with ease. These objects include passenger disembarking tubes, refueling feeder lines, etc. Size is 5 HS, cost is 5 MC, dev is 500. TL1.

Berth-Non-Standard (Space Courier, Tug Station): Long ships like space couriers and fat, slow moving tugs require separate berths than normal vessels. NSB are 2hs in size, extend 15HS away from a SS, cost 2MC, and are 200 to dev. TL1. 

Berth-Warships (general): Vessels docking with a SS usually employ extended docking berths. Warship berths usually require special security measures and are often located some distance from commercial berths. Size is 5 to 15hs in length, 5 MC each, TL1. 

Cargo Holds-Large Commercial: Ten times the size of H, a large commercial hold is 10hs in size and is built for moving large cargos in and out of large space stations. 1MC per hs, TL1, 200 to dev.

Central Hub: (5-500hs in size, everything else built around it, can be filled with anything). Built like a GSF SS (a core with six surrounding modules). 2MC per HS. TL1. Develop costs 800. 

Civilian Repair Slip (CRS): Civilian Repair Slips(CRS) are space stations which have any number of MS installed. Once turned over to the civilians (who run it, not you), you pay no maintenance. No offensive weaponry may be mounted in these SS. The major benefit of a CRS is they can repair damaged vessels at half the price (hull, engines, and armor only) a normal shipyard can (government bureaucracy being what it is). TL3

Courier Drone Bay (CDB): One hull space in size, 5MCr, and each holds 8 CDs, 2000 dev. Designed for spacestations, bases, and AF. TL5

Damage Control Room One(DCC1): One of the most serious aspects of warfare is battle damage, and the Rishatha Imperium came up with a clever way to fix such damage during the Eighth Interregional Conflict, by developing the DCC. One hull space in size, the DCC gives +1 to all damage control roles, TL5, 5,000 to develop. 35MCr each.

Damage Control Room Two(DCC2): Not to be outwitted by their Rishatha allies, the Kittani built the more advanced DCC late in the war, and fielded it on all their Alpha-Synth Battleships. The DCC2 repairs one system every 5 turns, TL7, two hull spaces, 7,000 to develop. 45 MCr each.

Deuterium Tank (Dt): With the invention of the Fusion Room, the necessity of carrying the fuel for these powerful engine systems was realized. All future ships built with Fusion Rooms must have a Dt, one per vessel (includes SS, AF, bases and anything else that mounts a Fusion Room), no matter how many Fur are onboard. Size is 1 hs, 1,000 dev, TL 6. 

Electronic Warfare Bay(EWB): Designed by the caterpillar-like Kelgians, the EWB costs 30MCr, is 3 hull space in size, and  holds x3 EW Drones or x5 EDM. Costs 1,500 to develop, TL10. 

Fighter Factory (zero-G): Creating fighters in zero-G is so much more efficient than on the ground, thus you get a 10% discount on building them in orbit. Zero-G Fighter Factories are 10hs in size, cost 50MC, and can be built at TL7.

Flight Deck(FD*): A pre-V system usually mounted in a SS, a flight deck must be mounted right after the armor and datalink. Once half the FD hull spaces are damaged (destroying 2 fighters per hit if the deck is full) the deck is disabled. Re-arming takes 6 turns and a Magazine (Mg) must be mounted right after the FD to hold fighter ordinance. Cost is 10MCr per fighter held, capacity is 2 fighters per hull space, and can launch 6 fighters per turn. The size of a Flight Deck is recorded as (FD10), meaning the FD is 10 hull spaces (can be more or less) is size. A TL 3 system. 1000 to develop. NOTE: With a Vl and Flight Deck, turnaround time is halved (3 turns vs 6). For every 12 Vl/Vh systems, you need 3 hull spaces worth of FD. These are a 'return landing deck' for fighters and bombers that enables them to have a quicker turn around time. Vh are still used, as a storage space and pre-launch hangar for the fighter. You cannot launch fighters or bombers from this type of FD. This type of FD is noted as *FD*.

Flight Operations Center(FOC): The destruction of the Oon homeworld (a critical ally to the Inheiritor race) prompted a major crash development into fighter operations. The FOC was the result. +1 to fighter ops (up to 60SG) up to 3 system hexes away. Due to the necessity of the need for the computing power of a planet, this system may not be built aboard a ship.  Built into a PDC usually, although SS is acceptable. If the Flight Operations Center is destroyed during combat, all fighters under it's command suffer a -2 penalty for twelve tactical turns. This system is 10 hull spaces in size and cost 600 MCr. Dev cost: 3,000. TL6.

Fusion Room One (Fur1): An important engineering system first developed by the insectoid Thranx during their ever growing conflict with the genocidal Rishatha, the Fusion Room is a large (2 hs) engine system that costs 50MCr. The Fur1 halves the number of engines needed on a ship, as well as fully powers spinal weapons of all types. Fusion rooms must be mounted in the middle of the ship (control sheet) (not counting shields and armor) for proper energy distribution. A major drawback of the Fusion Room is it's tendency to explode when damaged (1-3 on a d10), doing 40 points of damage. 4,000 to develop. TL6.

*Important note for Fur1. It must be placed in the middle of the engine rooms (like this, (III) (III) Fur1 (III) (III). Ignore 'middle of the ship' for this Fusion Room.

Fusion Room Two (Fur2): An advanced engineering system, the Fur2 is 2 hs in size, costs 60MCr, and allows for a -1hs drop for energy weapons (only, no plasma guns). Fur2 has no effect on the La system. Causes 40 pts of damage when exploding, 4,000 to develop. Singlebeams, depolarizers, FcB, La, and Lp cannot be used in conjunction with Fusion Room Two. TL8

Fusion Room Three (Fur3): The most advanced of all three fusion rooms, the Fur3 is 2 hs in size, and costs 70MCr. The S1 and S2 shield generators on spacestations cannot operate without Fur3. TL10, 8,000 to develop. All effects are NOT cumulative (ie Fur3 does not function as Fur1 and 2). When Fur3 is damaged it can go critical, exploding doing 40 points of damage.

High Explosive Cannon(HE): Facing a severe missile disadvantage at lower tech levels, many industrial races developed high-explosive cannon to defeat standard shield technology. Using a special ‘energized’ shell, the HE cannon can fire right through regular shields (but not S0/S1/S2) and do damage directly to the armor of a warship. Ind1. These weapons are very short range (1-3). HE cannon fires every other round, like Pg. It can be ship-based and are a kind of poor man’s Pg. HE can target fighters, but at 1,1,1. Three versions of the HE cannon were developed:

Type		Code	Cost	HS	Damage	TL	Dev
5 inch gun	HEa	20 	2	1 pt		Ind1	1,000
10 inch gun	HEb	30 	2	2 pts		Ind2	2,000
20 inch gun	HEc	40 	2	3 pts		TL1	3,000

Low tech races get some punch from this system! 


Hospital System (HOSP): The hospital system was developed by the Habitat of Humanity primarily for relief for planets recently bombarded. For every (HOSP)  system that arrives within two months of a planetary bombardment, ten EVM  points of damage can be relieved, up to a maximum of 25% of the damage  inflicted on the local population. Also, after each space battle, calculate the  number of survivors as usual, but also keep track of the dead. When finished,  halve the dead; these are the injured that would die without prompt medical care that (HOSP) can save and each (HOSP) can save 200 of these (if they're aren't  enough HOSP to go around, too bad).  Hospitals can also halve the deaths on spacestations, bases, and AF if they are mounted within the construct. Cost 100, TL1, two hull spaces.

Laser Control System (Lc): A rapid-response computer system that allows a ships’ weapons and point defense to shoot at ramming ships and small craft. All D* (not Dc* or Dk*), HET* or Gr*,  and L(L,Ls,La) fire (but not *(H), *-SpM, Dec/Lx) may fire up to 3 times at any unit (ship, small craft, GB, LAC fighter or bomber) that attempts to ram. All weapons not controlled by Lc may fire normally against rammers. This system is TL5, costs 10 MCr,  2,000 to dev, and is run by a Cpu.

Lifepod Ejection System (LiF): Developed by the Chonogua, the size of each LiF system is1/3 hs per 50 hs of ship or base. This system increases % of crew recovered-which in turn makes grade loss less. 10MCr per LiF, 2,000 dev, TL2. 1 LiF per 50hs for 60%, 3 LiF per 50hs for 70%, and 6 LiF per 50hs for 80% (max). TL2

Mass Driver Catapult and Control System: Size is 3 HS. A command and control facility for the Asteroid Railgun System. One per every 5 ARS, usually mounted in a controlling space station. TL3, cost is 15 Mcr, 1,000 to develop.

Minelayer System, Large (MiL): Most commercial spacestations don't like a lot of armed minefields laying around their locale but mines defensively needed, so the MiL was invented. This large engineering system was created by the Hawvin race to emplace large patterns of mines quickly. Size is 10 hull spaces and can lay 10 patterns of mines a turn. The MiL holds 100 patterns of mines, costs 80MCr and can hold 300 patterns of micronized mines. TL7 and 8,000 dev. 

Missile Tubes (Rt): Missile tubes are a unique military system, olds 8 load points of missiles (ie a single Rt can hold up to 8 SM or 4 CM). Other fighter weapons require 2 extra load points but then are considered turret mounted. Missile tubes collapse like V but the missiles will not detonate within their chambers even if damaged (but, such damage destroys the missile held within). 

Missile Tube
Rt
Size 1hs
costs 8
TL 1
Holds 8 load points of missiles. A ship may launch as many missiles from tubes as it has offensive weapons (including ”T”, ”Pb”, ”Ti”, “Tc” and ”Gf”). Other fighter weapons require 2 extra load points but are then turret mounted.



Naval Academy (NAcad): The development of the Draka Naval Academy helped them defeat the Arachnid Omnivoracity, which threatened to overrun the entire Ilelish Sector. Limit one per Sector (each sector = 15 inhabited planets). Effect: allows crew's grade to start at 1 grade higher (average grade) than normal and shakedown cruises are ½ time for the world where the academy is located. This system is 10hs in size, has it's own Q and Lh, as well as trainers and student and faculty housing. It also has training bays (12 V or appropriate fighter bays) and an additional small flight deck as well (for small craft training) of 6 hull spaces in size. If located in a SS then no maintenance (I like to put mine in a spacestation to confuse raiders that it is a AgriStn or MegaHab) or if on the surface then in a PDC. Requires one Crack admiral to operate (he is taken out of circulation permanently). A replacement Academy is ½ the initial cost and requires 5 turns to become operational. Cost: 5,000. Dev cost: 5,000. TL1.

Orbital Warehouses (OWH): May be built and turned over to the commercial interests of your planet to facilitate trade (and expand your IU). They can be built into a spacestation (with Q/H/BbS). For every 25 hull spaces of OWH built, IU is increased by 5! OWH increases total overall IU by +25% (that is, your total IU expansion, including maximum OWH development, can be up to 75% of the PU). They need NO maintenance if turned over to your civilians. TL1

Phased Array Radar (PhR): Invented by the Spidraxians, this system allows +1 to hit for point defense (only works vs missiles, not fighters, except in kamikaze mode). These are ‘fins’, mounted on the outside of a ship or space station and are easily destroyed (before armor). One PhR per every five hull spaces (or one per 50hs for SS) and replaces one XO rack. One PhR per 10 D systems are required if mounted on a SS. Each PhR costs 15MCr, 2,000 dev, and TL6. 

Point Defense, Laser Cluster (Pd1): Invented by the Oon race during their conflict with the Arachnids, the Pd1 system was a breakthrough for the Oon. The Pd1 is optimized to defend against missiles only (since the Arachnids did not use fighters). They can also do one point of laser damage up to 3/4 LS range to enemy warships. 35MCr, 3 HS TL6, 2,000 dev. They engage as D but with a +1 to hit (three shots only). To-hit can be further improved by adding PhR and Pd1 can target mines.

Point Defense, Missile Cluster (Pd2): Also invented by the Oon when the Arachnids started employing small craft in huge numbers, the Pd2 system uses the Di chart vs small craft, but adds +1 to the kill number (three shots only). Pd2 cannot target missiles. 35MCr, 3 hull spaces, TL7, 2,000 dev.

Point Defense, Advanced (Pd3): First developed by the Chonoguans during the Soissons Sector War, the Pd3 system came as a rude shock to the Arachnids, who were battling it out with three races at the same time. Pd3 may use missile targeting modifiers (-q, -z, hawk, etc.) but not warhead modifiers (AM, LT, etc.). Can be further improved by adding PhR and hawk enhanced Pd3 can engage small craft in a ships blind spot, but with the standard penalty and can not be handed off to another unit. The PD3 is effective vs fighters, missiles, and minefields! TL8, 3HS, 70MCr, 12,000 to develop.

Quarters, City (Qc): A self-contained living environment. 10 hs, cost 80Mcr, Ind2. Ships may have these installed but are classified as colony ships only. Each Qc holds 50,000 people. 1,000 dev. Using two per 1,000 hs lowers maint by 1% per SS. One Qf/Qc can support 500hs, no need for Q/Lh. Ind2

Quarters, Farming (Qf): Same cost and size as Qc. Must have 2 per AgriStn. Ind2

Quarters, Marine (Qm): Development of the boarding shuttle by the Star Hives came as a rude shock to the Habitat of Humanity, who found their marine contingents on board their warships totally inadequate to fight hand-to-hand with the voracious ‘Bugs’. As a result, the humans developed Marine Quarters, better known as ‘Marine Country’. Qm holds 35 Marine personnel points (due to ‘hot bunking’) and has it’s own life support system. Unless otherwise noted, only Marines can be quartered in Qm. One hull space in size, 10 MCr each, TL4. Dev 1,000.

Sandcaster, First Generation (Cs1): Due to the incredible damage a laser weaponry can do to a spacecraft or space staion, the Basmoli Commonwealth developed the ablative Cs1 system during their war with the militant Kreeghor race. The Sandcaster releases a cloud of ablative sand to block incoming laser fire. The sand cloud is contained and shaped by the drive field of the ship or SS. At two hull spaces, and 45MCr, the Cs1 was considered a bargain by the Basmoli Clans. When entering combat, this system goes into automatic fire mode, dispensing it’s canisters as quickly as possible. For each Cs1 on board two points of laser damage is ignored and the next two points is halved. This is per turn, not per volley! Any additional laser damage is applied normally and when mounted large numbers of Cs1 on a SS, AF, or base the maximum amount of laser damage negated per turn is 20 points, regardless of how many Cs1 it mounts. The dispensers are assumed to have enough ammo for continuous firing during any engagement (like D). 2,000 to develop. TL5

Sandcaster, Second Generation(Cs2): For each Cs2 onboard a unit, 3 points of laser damage is ignored, the next 3 points of laser damage are halved (FRD). This is per turn, not per volley! Any additional laser damage is applied normally and when mounted large numbers of Cs1 on a SS, AF, or base the maximum amount of laser damage negated per turn is 30 points, regardless of how many Cs2 it mounts. Any additional laser damage is applied normally. The dispensers are assumed to have enough ammo for continuous firing during any engagement (like D). 65MCr each, two hull spaces in size, 4,000 MCr to dev. TL7

Sandcaster, Datalinked (Cs3): Developed by the Draka during the Soissons Sector War, the Cs3 works exactly like standard Cs systems, but can be fired to cover other warships in it's datagroup, but hey must be within 1 tac hex for this system to work. This is per turn, not per volley! Any additional laser damage is applied normally and when mounted large numbers of Cs3 on a SS, AF, or base the maximum amount of laser damage negated per turn is 40 points, regardless of how many Cs1 it mounts. One hull space in size, 70MCr, TL9, 12,000 to dev. Courtesy of Kencyr

Science Labs: 5 hs in size, +1% to any tech being developed, large bays filled with advanced scientific and zero-g equipment. Highly paid trained staff, including xenobiologists. The Labs only give a one time (and continuous) bonus no matter how many Labs are built. 10 Mcr, TL1, 1,000 to develop.

Ship Bay, Large(SB*): A large engineering system, a Ship Bay allows large space stations, bases, asteroid fortresses, and warships to house smaller ships (and gunboats) inside themselves. This system was invented by the Goog race during their titanic battles with the Three Powers in Garramore Kor Sector. A Ship Bay cannot be more than 75% of a ship/SS/AF/ or bases total volume. SB cannot transport Bases. A fifty hull-space Ship Bay is noted as (SB50). 3 MCr per hull space, TL3, 5,000 develop.

Solar Panel Arrays(SPA): Placed on or near controlling spacestations in orbit of a colonized planet, these very large arrays provide an economic bonus of 5% (maximum) per planet. Five of these objects must be built to achieve the bonus. Each costs 1000 MCr and are 100 hull spaces in size. Solar panel arrays may be built by multiple shipyards at the same time. TL1. 500 to develop. No maintenance are paid for them since that cost is figured into the overall percentage bonus. 

SS Gunboat Bay (GBb1): Developed specifically for large space stations, this is a new type of bay, where a Gunboat is docked semi-internally due to the size of the mounting SS. Reload time is 50% normal. Three hull spaces in size, 10 MCr, TL9. Dev cost: 12,000.

Vertical Launch System, Medium(VLSb): A larger and more capable missile launch system, the VLSb was developed by human technicians at the outbreak of the Armageddon War, enabling the PSU to maintain border stability in the face of unstoppable Hre'Daak ships. The VLSb can fire both capital and standard missiles, for a respectable eight turns. The VLSb can fire 12 CM or 18 SM per round and is designed primarily for medium combatants like the battlecruiser as well as SS, AF, and Bases. The VLSb is 15hs in size, TL8, cost 100, dev cost: 18,000. Reload in two turns.

Vertical Launch System, Small(VLSa): A containerized missile launch system with limited firing capabilities, the VLS was a radical innovation which was developed by the PSU Navy during the Armageddon War. The VLSa can only fire standard missiles, at a rate of 12 SM per round. Unfortunately this rate of fire can only be sustained for five turns before the missile cells are exhausted. Reloading takes 5 turns, 3 turns on a SS. The VLSa is eight hull spaces in size and is primarily designed for large space objects like SS and AF which can handle large units like the VLS system. The VLSa is TL6, cost 80, dev cost: 16,000. 


NEXT ISSUE: new SS systems
Large Spinal Weaponry (really HUGE spinal weaponry like GSF ones, 15-30 hs)
Missile Factory (zero-G)
Orbital Refinery
Orbital Smelter
Orbital Spaceport
Space Guard Defenses (SDS system)
Space Watch System
Terraforming Project


SS ERRATA
AI Core 
Armorplast 
Armory 
Astronomical Research Center
Berth-Commercial (Long Liner, Modular Colony Ship, Passenger Liners, Sleeper Ship)
Berth-Non-Standard (Space Courier, Tug Station)
Berth-Warships (general)
Cargo Handling System 
Cargo Holds-Large Commercial
Central Hub 
Civilian Repair Slip
Dueterium Tank 
Fighter Factory (zero-G)
Fusion Rooms
Hospital (zero-G)
Large Ship Bay 
Large Spinal Weaponry
Lifepod Ejection System 
Machine Shops (MS) 
Marine Quarters 
Mass Driver Catapult and Control System
Missile Factory (zero-G)
Naval Academy 
Orbital Refinery
Orbital Smelter
Orbital Spaceport
Orbital Warehouse 
Phased Array Radar 
Quarters-City 
Quarters-Farming 
Sandcasters 
Science Labs 
Shipyard (SY) 
Solar Panel Arrays
Space Guard Defenses (SDS system)
Flight Ops Center 
Space Watch System
Terraforming Project
VLS 1-2

Point Defense, Laser Cluster
Point Defense, Missile Cluster
Point Defense, Advanced
Minelayer System, Large
HE Cannon
SS Gunboat Bay
Flight Deck (SS)
EWB Bay
Damage Control Room 1-2
Asteroidal Railgun System
Access Port (Large, SS)
ADM Bay
Battery (weapon, SS)
Courier Drone Bay
Laser Control System
Sandcasters 1-3






